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The IGE+XAO Group launches SEE Gen e-doc, a new web service 
dedicated to electrical systems advanced documentation, visualization 
and maintenance. 
 
 
Hannover, Germany – April 23rd, 2018 
 
 
IGE+XAO proudly unveils SEE Gen e-doc at the Hannover Fair this year. The new web service SEE 
Gen e-doc generates and manages complex electrical systems documentation in order to maintain their 
operational conditions and maintenance. 
 
At any time SEE Gen e-doc builds or re-builds all or part of the electrical documentation on the fly. This 
avoids the need for large amounts of paper documentation and manuals which quickly become obsolete. 
 
SEE Gen e-doc guides and simplifies troubleshooting by allowing rapid access to defective equipment, 
wires and harnesses, allowing the display of its properties and automatically generating the 
troubleshooting chart (from/to chain, connectivity, etc.) 
 
SEE Gen e-doc includes a powerful search engine accepting multiple entry data: lists, diagrams or 3D 
views. 
 
Compatible with any desktop, PC tablet or smartphone, SEE Gen e-doc answers increasing flexibility 
and mobility needs. 
 
For Alain Di Crescenzo, Chairman of the IGE+XAO Group « SEE Gen e-doc is the result of dozens of 
R&D man/years’ work. It answers our customer expectations and requirements for those who want to 
anticipate electrical system defaults, and if needed minimize intervention times”. 
 
SEE Gen e-doc has already attracted major companies in the aerospace and railway fields. 
 
For more information: http://www.ige-xao.com/en/products/see-electrical-plm/see-gen-e-doc 

 
 
ABOUT THE IGE+XAO GROUP: 
For over 31 years, the IGE+XAO Group has been a software publisher designing, producing, selling and 
supporting a range of Computer Aided Design (CAD), Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and 
Simulation software dedicated to Electrical Engineering. These software products have been designed to 
help companies in the design and maintenance of the electrical part of any type of installation. This type 
of CAD/PLM/Simulation is called "Electrical CAD/PLM/Simulation". Since mid-2014 with the takeover of 
Prosyst, IGE+XAO also offers a complete software range for electrical installation functional simulation. 
IGE+XAO employs 390 people around the world in 33 sites and in 22 countries, and has more than 
88,600 licenses distributed around the world. IGE+XAO is a reference in its field. For more information: 
http://www.ige-xao.com 
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